Solution-based fabrication of single-crystalline arrays of organic nanowires.
Organic single-crystalline nanowire arrays, with a length of several hundreds of micrometers and controllable width, are grown on a substrate surface by vertically pulling the substrate out of an organic solution of the molecule of interest. Optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy show that the large-scale arrays are oriented parallel to the pulling direction and are well adhered to the substrate surface. Cross-polarized microscopy, polarized UV-vis absorption, and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction confirm that the arrays have high crystal quality. On the basis of this method, the fabrication of organic devices is realized in one step. The results presented here for three different small molecules show the promising potential of this facile solution-based process for the growth of high-quality organic semiconductors, the fabrication of high-density and high-performance devices, and the fabrication of controlled assemblies of nanoscale circuits for fundamental studies and future applications.